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ABOVE IMAGE: SWAMS Staff and local Katanning Community at the 2021 Katanning Career Day.
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CHAIRPERSON’S LETTER
Kaya. As the Chairperson of the SWAMS Board of Directors, it is my
pleasure to present the 2020-2021 SWAMS Annual Report.
The 2020/21 financial year was one of the biggest years I have seen
at SWAMS, with the organisation adding new subsidiary business
projects, new programs, new teams, staff and the expansion of our
Outreach clinics.
Unfortunately, the COVID-19 Pandemic added an additional
complication to the organisation and operations which created
the need for additional resources, training, and additional work
that needed to be done. To say it was a busy year would be an
understatement, and I would like to take this opportunity to thank
my fellow board members, who have dedicated their time and
expertise to lead this organisation through this year of change and
growth.
The Board of Directors’ primary motivation is to lead the organisation
in a way that ensures the future of SWAMS. Lead in a way that
enables the organisation to grow in a sustainable direction, while
also making sure we don’t lose sight of our values and organisational
mission.
The health and wellbeing of our local Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander population must always remain at the core of our decisionmaking process and motivations. Ensuring that our community have
access to culturally appropriate health care, programs and advocacy is
paramount to achieving positive health outcomes for our people.

To the communities within our growing footprint, thank you for
your support of SWAMS throughout the last year. We hope you have
stayed well and will continue to look after your moort through these
unprecedented times.
Thank you for attending the events, services, and programs on offer.
Please continue going to SWAMS for your health checks and other
needs, there are now so many services available for you and your
moort to ensure you can live healthily and happily.
To the CEO, Lesley Nelson and to the entire SWAMS staff cohort, thank
you for your continued dedication to the work and to the health and
wellbeing of our mob and community.
In closing, I would like to express my excitement for the year ahead.
SWAMS’ service continues to grow and expand which will bring more
opportunities for our community in many ways. Please take the time
to read this year’s annual report and join us in celebrating the great
work done and the exciting times ahead.

There is still a long way to go in Closing the Gap here in the South
West and across the entire country however, with good governance
and a collective mission, I believe we will get closer to achieving a
- Ernie Hill, Chairperson
more equitable system with every year that passes.
...........................................................................................................................................................................................

SWAMS AT A GLANCE
52%
of ATSI
Staff
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3424
Individual
clients seen
Contracts
secured to
open clinics in
Katanning and
Narrogin

36,174 Episodes
of Health Care

NDIS
Provider

100+ Staff
milestone met
in this financial
year

2026
Members as
at 30th June
2021
New
Subsidiary
Company Pre-Hire
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CEO’S REPORT
Kaya wandju. Hello and welcome to the 2020-2021 South West
Aboriginal Medical Service Annual Report.
The project of publishing our Annual Report is always a big
undertaking; looking back, collating information, pulling statistics,
and remembering events that happened almost a year ago conjures
up a wide mixture of feelings for me. Feelings of celebration for work
done, excitement for goals achieved, apprehension for the work we
have yet to do - not just for SWAMS but for us as a nation, and finally,
excitement and anticipation for the year to come. The 2020/2021
financial year was unprecedented in many ways and I could not be
prouder of the goals we have achieved.
SWAMS has grown to new heights with our staff numbers tipping
over the 100 person milestone at the end of the financial year. Our
programs, services and clinics have grown too, with brand new
locations in Katanning and Narrogin opening in the first week of the
21/22 financial year.
The increased demand for services in outreach towns has meant
we have leased new buildings for our outreach clinics in Busselton
which opened in June, and we have completed the planning for
new buildings in Collie and Manjimup which will open on 1st July
2021. We have recruited and introduced a new Youth Committee
and Cultural Committee who now guide us in a variety of ways
throughout the organisation. We now have three NDIS teams, a
subsidiary company, new initiatives like the SWAMSMob App and we
have extended our corporate services. Many staff have presented at
national and state conferences and participated in media campaigns,
we have hosted a myriad of special events and launched new internal
systems like a staff intranet portal and new accounts software. That is
a lot of work in one year, and these are just the projects that are front
of mind as I write this foreword to you.
The COVID-19 Pandemic continues to change the landscape of health
services all over the world including our Aboriginal Community
Controlled Health Services. This on-going complication to our daily
lives has meant increased anxieties in the community, increased
instances of mental health complications and unfortunately,
the increased spread of mis-information. With this spread of
misinformation, we have seen a hesitancy in vaccination rates within
the Aboriginal community across Australia and our South West and
regrettably, we have also seen hesitancy in seeking medical care for a
range of other conditions. The ever-changing situation can be difficult
to navigate and even here in Western Australia, where we have not
been locked down for lengthy periods, we have still had to wade
through the ever changing guidelines and restrictions throughout
the year. With direction from the WA Health Department, our ACCHOs
Peak Bodies and our senior clinical staff, SWAMS was able to respond
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extremely well at every level
of restriction. I would like
to take this opportunity to
thank the Board of Directors,
Management and Staff for their
understanding, guidance and
support during those difficult
times.
During this financial year WA had minimal community transmission
of this virus and as such, SWAMS has been able to commence face to
face consults, events and programs. It is imperative however that we
remain vigilant. Continue to practice personal hygiene, get vaccinated
and remain aware.
The SWAMS South West Aboriginal HealthHUB planning has
continued throughout the year, with many meetings with all levels
of government and a petition to both State Parliament and the
Commonwealth has been submitted. The project is shovel ready
and we will continue to lobby for its construction wherever there is
opportunity to do so.
I would like to acknowledge and thank our collaborative partners
like Rural Health West, the WA Primary Health Alliance, Department
of Health and Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet for their
support and guidance throughout the year. It is thanks to these
organisations that we continue to provide quality health outcomes for
our clients.
We work with many collaborative partners and research teams
throughout the year and I would like to extend heartfelt thanks to the
University of Technology Sydney and Curtin University for partnering
with us to ensure we are collecting data and working towards a better
future.
The future looks bright for SWAMS, with new projects already
underway for the next financial year. Our community and clients
will always remain our top priority and we will continue to seek
opportunities to address the inequity of health gaps and work hard
towards positive health outcomes for the local Aboriginal community.
In closing, I would like to take this opportunity to thank all our
community members for supporting SWAMS and trusting us to help
you and your families in the pursuit for a better quality of life. I hope
you will join us in celebrating our achievements for the 2020 - 2021
financial year.
- Lesley Nelson, CEO
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BOARD MEMBERS
Below is a summary of the Board Member’s attendance over the last 2020-2021 financial year. There were no board meetings in January 2021.
The Board Member’s Attendance does not include the extra meetings that took place in relation to COVID-19. Please see legend below.
*Disclaimer: Current Board of Directors as of the end of this financial reporting period (ending 30th June 2021).
Board member attended

Board member did not attend

Board member resigned

No sitting term

No board meeting

...........................................................................................................................................................................................
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2020
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2020
2021

2020
2021

Ernie Hill (Acting Chairperson)

Michelle Munns

Bunbury Ward
Service: November 2016 - current
Remuneration: $16,747.60

Bunbury Ward
Service: November 2019 - current
Remuneration: $12,104.42
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Dianne Hart

Donna Turvey

Collie Ward
Service: 2019 - current
Remuneration: $14,945.52

Bunbury Ward
Service: 2018 - 2020
Remuneration: $6,800.00
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Karim Khan

Janine Williams/Wallam

Donnybrook-Busselton Ward
Service: November 2016 - current
Remuneration: $8,206.98

Bunbury Ward
Service: November 2016 - current
Remuneration: $12,787.50
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Sue Jones

Natalie Wallam

Bunbury Ward
Service: 2020 - current
Remuneration: $8,291.92

Harvey Ward
Service: 2019 - current
Remuneration: $9,919.03
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Robyn McCreanor
Manjimup Ward
Service: November 2016 - current
Remuneration: $10,049.70

2020
2021
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NGALANG BOODJA
Bunbury Clinic, Administration and Outreach Clinics
Bunbury Clinic
Unit 5/55 Forrest Avenue, Bunbury, Western Australia 6230
(08) 9726 6000 or 1800 779 000 (free call)
(08) 9791 7655
records@swams.com.au

Monday, Tuesday, Friday 9am - 5pm
Wednesday 9am - 2pm
Thursday 9am - 8pm

Bunbury Administration
Unit 3/30 Wellington Street, Bunbury, Western Australia 6230
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 9am - 5pm
Wednesday 9am - 2pm

(08) 9797 8111
(08) 9721 4621
info@swams.com.au

Call SWAMS on
our Toll Free
number today
1800 779 000

BRUNSWICK
St John Ambulance,
1 Ridley Street,
Brunswick
WA 6224

HARVEY
BUSSELTON
88 Duchess Street,
Busselton WA
6280

Unit 5/5 Hayward
Street, Harvey
WA 6220

KWILENAP
COLLIE
72 Steere Street,
Collie WA 6225

MANJIMUP
19 Brockman Street,
Manjimup WA
6258

NARROGIN
Shop 1/83 Federal
Street, Narrogin WA 6312
(08) 9891 4600

KATANNING
Unit 2/121 Clive Street,
Katanning WA 6317
(08) 9837 2600

Maternal and Child Health
1 Pratt Road, Eaton
(08) 9726 6060
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HEALTH OVERVIEW
At SWAMS, our clinical and primary health care services are
continuing to grow each year and this reporting period has proven to
be one of the busiest we have seen.
We have welcomed many new clinical staff members and many new
clients and to them, we say wandju (welcome).
The COVID-19 pandemic did impact our service and program delivery,
though we have managed to come through the year proactive, strong
and prepared.

new policies, pathways and procedures to ensure our staff and the
community were safe and informed.
Our “No walk-ins” policy and switch to book on the day appointments,
clear clinical assessment pathways, the use of appropriate Telehealth
and the Bunbury ORC (outdoor respiratory clinic) meant that we are
able to identify any health risks and keep our clinics open.

This year we began delivering COVID-19 vaccinations, which has
meant changes in our appointment timetabling and the need for
additional training and staff.

It is essential to remain proactive towards our overall health as a
community. During times of stress, it can be tempting to put off or
postpone having regular health appointments however, staying up to
date with health checks and regular tests is imperative to feeling and
being well.

With the implementation of these new vaccinations, it is anticipated
that we will see a dramatic decrease in serious sicknesses and death
across the country because of the virus.

This year we delivered an increased number of health checks,
specialist visits, and screening and our GP contacts have also
increased which is great to see.

We are hopeful that, when we reach a high level of vaccination
percentages in the community we will see a reduction in the need for
widespread lock-downs and border closures and our lives may return
to some semblance of normality.

At SWAMS we believe that health and wellbeing is more than your
physical health but also about maintaining positive mental health,
social health and connection to culture.

During each lockdown period or scare, the threat of the virus was
addressed in a timely manner, and we were able to implement

We would like to thank every existing and new client for supporting
and trusting SWAMS to care for your moort this financial year.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................

KEY HEALTH HIGHLIGHTS
61 High School
Based Health
Checks

5,441
Chronic Conditions
Services Consults

8

119 Exercise
Physiologist
Sessions

173
Obstetrician and
Gynaecologist
Consults

100+ Staff
milestone met
in this financial
year
729 Child
Health and
Development
Checks

79 Ear Nose
and Throat
Consults

6 Psychiatry
Consults
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KEY HEALTH HIGHLIGHTS
27
Cardiology
Consults

327
Podiatrist
Consults
7 Curtin
University
Student
Doctors

327
Podiatrist
Consults
22 RCSWA
Student
Doctors
33
Endocrinologist
Consults

1,941
Aboriginal “715”
Health Checks

36,174
Episodes of
Health Care

3 WAGPET GP registrars (GP registrars are already qualified
and experienced doctors further
specialising in general
practice).

38
Pediatrician
Consults

742
Antenatal
Checks

16
Ophthalmologist
Consults

Education and training
are very important to
improve holistic care and
cultural safety for the new
generation of doctors .
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106 Dietitian
Consults

16,344
GP/Doctor
Contacts

277 Dental
Consults

4 ENT
Clinics

231
Diabetes
Educator
Consults

4,025 Mental
Health Service
Contacts
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HEALTHHUB
SWAMS continues to push forward in Planning for the South
West Aboriginal HealthHUB and are calling on the state and
Commonwealth governments to provide funding which would allow
us to build a multi-faceted and holistic health facility for Aboriginal
and Indigenous clients living in the South West.
SWAMS has outgrown our current facility in Bunbury and even after
over 20 years of providing important culturally appropriate health
care to the Aboriginal community in the South West and providing
huge cost savings to the local public health system, we still do not
have a place to call home, instead we spend copious amounts on
rental premises.
SWAMS Chief Executive Officer Lesley Nelson said the HUB has been
in the planning stages for many years and now has development
approval and is shovel ready.
“Despite many applications for funding, completed business cases,
visioning documents, environmental analysis and DA Approval being
granted, SWAMS is yet to be given a commitment for funding from
State or Federal Governments,” she said.
In November, CEO, Lesley Nelson travelled to Perth to present their
petition which has been signed by over 1400 local residents for
funding to Bunbury ML, Don Punch who agreed to present it to
Parliament.
The SWAMS HealthHUB aims to provide an innovative, world
class facility to the South West with a major focus on technology
and research which will capture data that is so sorely lacking for
Aboriginal people across the country.
The HealthHUB will include clinical and research facilities,
administrative offices, dedicated maternal and child health facility
and an outdoor Indigenous park.
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The service has a strong partnership with Dr Christopher Lawrence
and the University of Technology Sydney who will ensure only the
newest and emerging health technology will be built into the fabric
and the design of this HUB.
Mr Punch said further support was needed to get this project over the
line for funding.
“I would like to call on local Federal Member Nola Marino and soon to
be confirmed Senator Ben Smalls to similarly advocate for the project
with the Commonwealth to secure funding support to enable the
project to proceed,” he said.
SWAMS has also been busy presenting to and lobbying local
Governments in the region to provide support for the project and
have seen very positive feedback and acknowledgment of the need.
“Our local Governments have been very supportive because they see
the need first hand. They see the issues here and they see the good
work we do,” Ms Nelson said.
“The time is now, or we risk the gap widening catastrophically here in
the South West.”
The outcome of the Petition is yet to be determined or advised to
SWAMS by Parliament.
We would like to acknowledge the important partnership with
UTS: University of Technology Sydney and Dr Christopher Lawrence.
Both UTS and Dr Lawrence have been incredible advocates for the
HealthHUB Project as well as other important projects. Technology
is a major focus so we can harness and capture data to represent the
Aboriginal populations in research initiatives to assist in Closing the
Gap.
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SWAMS REGIONAL EXPANSION
Over the last three years SWAMS has worked actively with Elders and
Community Members to open new SWAMS clinics in Katanning and
Narrogin. Community and Elders have played a key role in driving
this initiative to ensure better health and wellbeing services for
the regions. Both communities have experienced little access to
culturally appropriate health care in recent years, none of which are
community controlled.
SWAMS was successful in receiving secured funding contracts from
the Australian Government Department of Health who are supporting
SWAMS to expand their services as of the 1st July next reporting
period (21/22).
This expansion, not only provides quality and essential health care
services to the community, but also assists to ease the burden on an
already stretched public health care system in these towns.

SWAMS services will be delivered 4 days a week in each location
and include a GP, Registered Nurse, Aboriginal Health Worker /
Practitioner, Transport, Counsellor and Medical Reception. As we grow
and build our networks, we will bring as many of our other services to
the towns as possible.
SWAMS hosted two Careers Day events in Katanning and Narrogin on
May 12th and 13th 2021 respectively, to connect with the community
and promote local job opportunities available as a direct result of
the regional expansion. These careers days were well attended and
further cemented the community’s need for culturally appropriate
services in these towns.
In order to connect with local service providers and encourage further
connection between health services and community, SWAMS also
held a successful Health and Innovation Expo in Katanning on 18th
June 2021.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................

OUTREACH CLINICS
Due to an increased demand and positive responses to the services and
programs in Busselton, Collie and Manjimup, SWAMS has secured the
lease of new locations in these towns.
SWAMS have identified the need for more services in these outreach
areas and our new clinic locations will give us the opportunity to
deliver these much-needed services to Aboriginal communities in these
areas.
On 28th June 2021, the new SWAMS Busselton Clinic opened and is
now located at 88 Duchess Street. The new stand-alone clinic location
is big enough to host some future small gatherings, group programs, as
well as extend the primary health care services of the clinic.

New
Busselton
Clinic
88
Duchess
Street

Planning for the new clinics in Collie and Manjimup have been
completed with the opening of these clinics scheduled for later in 2021,
just outside the reporting period for this publication.
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BOODJARI MOORT
The Boodjari Moort Maternal Child Health Team, provide women
in the South West with culturally appropriate health care and
support during pregnancy and early parenting years, as well as
developmental health care for babies and young children. The team
are based at the new Kwilenap clinic in Eaton, but we also continue to
serve Bunbury, Busselton and Collie clinics too.
The space is friendly and comfortable for mums and bubs to have
their clinical checks, as well as meeting together over a cuppa.
Overall, our numbers of antenatal checks has increased but we have
also seen a large majority of women have their antenatal checks at
Eaton rather than in Bunbury. A total of 708 antenatal checks have
been done, with 461 of those completed in Kwilenap, compared
with 123 antenatal checks done at the old Australind Kwilenap site
the previous year. This speaks to the comfort that women feel at
Kwilenap.
Besides doing antenatal checks, child health checks and
immunisations, the Boodjari Moort Team provide an extended service
around specialist care and support and have hosted 4 Ear, Nose and
Throat Specialist clinics, 4 Paediatrician clinics and 47 Obstetrician
clinics. A total of 72 women were able to see an Obstetrician at
Kwilenap rather than going to the hospital for their outpatient
appointment. An audiologist from Hearing Australia visits weekly and
we have a monthly WACHS physiotherapist visit. We are fortunate to
have 2 nurses on the team who coordinate care for children who have
complex needs. Providing this extended service involves a large range
of administrative tasks. We are thankful to the Board of Directors
and to the CEO for their support in allowing the team to recruit for a
full-time administrative officer to work at Kwilenap. This new team
member will often be the one who answers the phone when you ring.
We have continued with the Mums and Bubs mornings, Circle of
Security parenting program, and the Positive Birth Program this year.
We recently received additional funding to improve the outside of the
clinic. We will soon be fencing off the front area to make it safer for
kids, putting up a patio for a shaded area and improving signage.
The Playgroup leaders worked under the structure of the Maternal
Child Health Team this year. This has been beneficial for both mums as
well as the team as we seek ways to connect with mums and improve
the health and wellbeing of our mums and kids. Playgroups are
held in Brunswick and in Withers. They have been well attended and
we have seen a 20% increased attendance this past 6 months. Last
semester of 2020 we had 410 attendances at Playgroups and then in
semester one of 2021 we had 498 attendances.
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Health promotion is a very important aspect for the Maternal Child
Health Team. We have attended many events over the past year to
promote our services and to promote health and wellbeing of mums
and their kids. We have attended the Collie and Bunbury Early Years
events, the Grand Families Fun Day held by the City of Bunbury, the
WACHS Perinatal Mental Health event, the Biggest Morning Tea, and
many others.
The Maternal Child Health Team was successful in receiving two
funding grants for this current financial year. One is a COVID-19
grant to provide a service for those impacted by family and domestic
violence. Many of our clients are impacted by family and domestic
violence. The Maternal Child Health Team have been providing
support to women and children around this but we have always
wanted to be able to extend our care in this area. We have recently
employed a Social Worker and a Community Support Worker for this
project. The other grant is the Diabetes in Pregnancy project. We have
employed a Midwife as a Diabetic Educator and an Aboriginal Health
Practitioner to deliver the project.

4 ENT
Clinics

47
Obstetrician
Clinics
98%
Vaccinated
children by the
age of 5

635 Child
Health and
Development
Checks

908
Attendances at
Playgroup

708
Antenatal
Checks
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KAAT DARABINY “What you thinking?”
It has been a very busy year for the Kaat Darabiny (What you
thinking?) Mental Health Team. The complexities of working in
mental health can be very challenging; we often feel the frustration
from our patients trying to navigate a mental health system that does
not meet the needs of all people. Despite the conflicting tensions,
we do our best, and we are thankful that the community trusts in our
ability to deliver a professional and safe service.

program, “This program has helped me to understand that I can’t let
anyone ruin my dreams, also how important my culture is and that I
can ask for help when I need it”.

There have been many success stories along the way with people
who have made extraordinary steps in transforming their lives.
Some have given up drug use and taken brave steps in attending
residential rehabilitation; for others, it is letting go of past hurts that
have weighed them down. Sometimes the most significant measure
of success for our mob is just getting up and facing another day. On
average, the team receives six referrals a month for people at risk of
suicide. In all situations, the team strives to ensure safety is the main
priority.

One of the team’s goals is to be as visible as possible in the
community. The team hosts monthly health promotion BBQs that
target our vulnerable community members. One of the essential
components in mental health is service collaboration and forming
partnerships. Many patients have multiple needs and require a
range of services to support them. Our team has established close
connections with other service providers to help patients receive
comprehensive care support. One of the most difficult challenges we
face as a team is capacity and staff time. We cannot be everything
for everyone; we acknowledge that this is often difficult for people
to accept, especially when their loved one is acutely unwell. The
team actively apply for funding tenders, which will allow our team
to deliver more services to the community. Despite the challenges,
exciting times are ahead in mental health at SWAMS.

Suicide prevention is one of the team’s core service delivery areas,
encouraged by our Elders to save our young people. The Mental
Health Team developed a Tools in Schools program which targets
at-risk youth. The successful program is now being delivered in 11
schools across the South West. The program won an award at the
prestigious Rural Health Awards for Excellence, “Building Healthy
Country Communities.” One student commented after completing the

11 Schools
participating in
“Tools in Schools
Program”

From the Tools in Schools program, SWAMS formed the first-ever
Aboriginal Youth Committee. This has been a fantastic opportunity to
cater to the needs of our young people and provide opportunities to
influence and mentor the next generation of leaders.

New
Aboriginal
Youth
Committee

Average of 48
new Mental
Health referrals
per month
Monthly
Community
BBQs

100%
of Suicide risk
clients contacted
within 7 days
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578
Counselling
Referrals
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COVID-19 RESPONSE AND VACCINATIONS
COVID-19 continued to create devastating complications for the
whole world and although Western Australia has seen only a small
amount of community transmission compared to other states, the
virus has nevertheless changed the health care landscape and the
way in which we deliver services and programs. As time went on,
more data was available with regards to how this virus moves, its
transmission and successful strategies to treat. This information
has assisted with planning for future, being able to answer
community questions about the virus and alleviating fear.
Vaccinations

SWAMS has been proactive from the beginning in planning for any
potential outbreaks and was also named as a COVID-19 Vaccination
Provider for the Astra Zeneca and Pfizer Vaccinations.
SWAMS undertook many strategies to encourage vaccination out
in the community and within the staff cohort. We saw slow uptake
at first and unfortunately, the mis-information circulating on social
media and throughout other media outlets has caused hesitancy in
the community with regards to getting vaccinated.

Vaccination
Provider

To combat this issue, SWAMS hosted information presentations
and Q&A sessions for community, we also increased promotion.
Training for staff who deliver vaccinations was undertaken as a
matter of priority. We were successful in receiving additional funds
from NACCHO to increase promotion of the COVID-19 vaccinations.
Keeping our mob safe from outbreaks
Toward the end of 2020, we were able to access stock for masks,
sanitiser, and personal protective equipment. This enabled our
clinical services to better plan for outbreaks. Keeping our mob
safe from potential outbreaks of COVID-19 has been assisted by
WA hard border controls and the ability to plan and implement
clinical pathways and policy. Spreading clear and concise messages
about the importance of hygiene, vaccination, testing and
keeping distance if feeling unwell has been imperative to keep the
community safe from outbreaks.

Infection
control
training

Infection Control Training
Every member of our staff (including non clinical staff) completed
the COVID-19 infection control online course and hygeine course
through our online platform AMSED. The course covered infection
prevention and control for COVID-19 and other viruses. In addition
to this mandatory training, SWAMS staff also completed Infection
Control units which were made mandatory for clinical staff.
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COVID-ISOLATED ELDERS SUPPORT
During the initial outbreak of COVID-19 it was identified that issues
such as isolation, fear and the inability to access social and medical
services meant that our Elders needed additional support.
SWAMS was successful in securing funding to look after our Elders.
Over the initial 10 months the program was running, a total of 7088
hours of wellness checks were delivered to clients in the Bunbury,
Peel and Perth regions.
The program enabled many lunches for the Elders to engage in
COVID-safe social engagements, support through referrals, in-home
services and wellness checks for Elders. The team slowly decreased in

size due to the diminishing capacity of the program. Numerous good
news stories came out of the program, with many gaps identified
that have since been addressed. Clients have been transitioned to My
Aged Care packages or to NDIS.
This program serviced the Greater Bunbury area, Peel including
Waroona, Mandurah and Yarloop. The Perth Metro and Rockingham
areas were also provided emergency assistance, through
subcontracting to Derbarl Yerrigan and Moorditj Koort. We want to
acknowledge the Institute for Urban Indigenous Health (IUIH) for the
opportunity to deliver this program to our Elders.

195
Emergency
Care Packages
Delivered

Derbarl Yerrigan
Health Service

6
Luncheons
Held

7,088
Hours of
Wellness
Checks

Moorditj
Koort

90
Clients
Supported

Institute for
Urban
Indigenous
Health

...........................................................................................................................................................................................

CHSP
Commonwealth Home Support Program (CHSP)
The CHSP Program aims to help clients stay living in their home for as long
as they can or wish to do so. To be eligible for these services clients must be
aged 50 years or over. SWAMS provides services to clients living in the greater
Bunbury and Busselton Regions. During this year, we saw a great increase in
services provided by our SWAMS CHSP Program.

289
Transports
provided
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699
Hours social
support for aging
clients
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INTEGRATED TEAM CARE (ITC)
SWAMS delivers and provides the Integrated Team Care contract
program to clients in Bunbury, the Greater Bunbury district, Harvey
Shire, Capel Shire, Busselton, Augusta and Margaret River. This year,
SWAMS was also awarded the contract to provide the program in
Collie and Manjimup.
Clients most likely to benefit from the ITC program include those with
a chronic condition, including but not limited to; diabetes, eye health
conditions associated with diabetes, mental health conditions, cancer,
cardiovascular disease, chronic respiratory disease and chronic kidney
disease.
The ITC program is delivered across WA and helps Aboriginal people
with chronic conditions to coordinate their care plans and access
services and education they need to self-manage their conditions.
The aim is for patients and health care workers to work together to
keep Aboriginal people with chronic conditions living well.

Frequently asked questions:
Am I eligible for ITC?
You are eligible if you have one or more diagnosed chronic conditions
and your GP has done a care plan to assist you to manage your
condition.
How do I enroll in the ITC?
Your GP can refer you into the program with your consent or you can
contact an ITC provider and they can help you become enrolled.
Do I have to be a SWAMS client to access the ITC?
No, you can see any GP of your choosing

275

ITC What are the benefits?
•

Support to gain access to specialist and allied health services

•

Increase cultural safety of mainstream health care services

•

Assistance with transport (pending eligibility)

ITC Clients

...........................................................................................................................................................................................

CHRONIC CONDITIONS
The Chronic Conditions Team (KAM) works with clients and their
families with the aim of supporting clients on their journey of
self-managing their health and living well with their chronic health
conditions such as heart diseases, diabetes, dental diseases, liver
diseases, chronic lower respiratory disease, cerebrovascular diseases
and cancer.

Additionally, the KAM team also manages the Integrated Team Care
program which is a federally funded program for any Aboriginal
and/or Torres Strait Islander person who has a recognised chronic
condition. SWAMS were recently awarded the lead contract to deliver
these services throughout the South West.

Our SWAMS Chronic Conditions Team host regular meetings with local
service providers to promote services and how their team may be able
to assist local Aboriginal clients. The Team is also heavily engaged
with hosting information sessions such as the DESMOND program
(Diabetes WA) and regularly attends community events throughout
the region.
This year, the team were heavily involved with the planning, set up
and promotion of new clinic locations.
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5,441
Chronic conditions
service contacts
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SUICIDE PREVENTION
In 2020, the Mental Health Commission engaged Aboriginal
Community Controlled Organisations (ACCO) from across the state to
develop localised Aboriginal Regional Suicide Prevention Plans.
With the principles:
•
•
•

Nothing for Aboriginal people without Aboriginal people
Aboriginal led solutions, and
Cultural understanding and respect.

SWAMS engaged in 10 Suicide Prevention community consultations
with local community members to ensure that a community-led
approach and strategy be developed for the South West. With this
information, SWAMS developed the South West Aboriginal Regional

Suicide Prevention Plan. Funding has been secured from the Mental
Health Commission to plan and implement the Community Liaison
Officer component of the plans for the following financial reporting
period. Key elements include:

South West
Aboriginal Regional
Suicide Prevention
Plan

10
Suicide Prevention
Consultations

...........................................................................................................................................................................................

PRE-HIRE
During this financial year, SWAMS conducted market research and
found there was a gap in the pre-employment services in the South
West region. The gap being that there were no culturally appropriate
option for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people to choose for
the pre-employment medical and health checks. Similarly, there were
no options for culturally appropriate on-site screenings.
Due to this gap, SWAMS registered, planned and set up our new
subsidiary, Pre-Hire.

Medical Service (SWAMS), a leading, not-for-profit Aboriginal
Community Controlled Health Organisation (ACCHO).
Pre-Hire offers peace of mind and risk mitigation services such as
corporate pre-employment medical assessments, drug and alcohol
screening and corporate health care services.
By engaging Pre-Hire, organisations are given the opportunity to
directly support local youth and community well-being programs and
contribute to Closing the Gap.

Pre-Hire is a wholly owned subsidiary of the South West Aboriginal

Staff trained
to perform
pre-employment
medical
assessments

Partnered
with stakeholders
and the South West
Gateway Alliance

4
Full Medical
Assessments
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Qualified staff
member to deliver
Mental Health First
Aid Training

2
Drug and
Alcohol
Checks

Website and
promotional
materials built
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HEALTH PROGRAMS
Baldja Yorgas Women’s Group Bunbury
The Bunbury Baldja Yorgas
Women’s group have continued to
meet every Thursday at Milligan
House from 10am – 1pm and
continue to enjoy catching up for
a yarn. The group has completed
many arts and craft projects. The
Baldja Yorgas completed a special
quilting project that was exhibited
in the Noongar Country Art Exhibition
at the Bunbury Regional Art Gallery.
We would like to thank Aqwest for
sponsoring this project.

NAIDOC Week

The Baldja Yorgas group are very active
in the community, volunteering to
present at local schools and community
organisations to promote health and wellbeing messages. The group
has created a space for connection and healing for the local
Aboriginal Community.

Unfortunately due to the outbreak of COVID-19, our 2020
NAIDOC Family Fun Day and Elder’s Luncheon had to be
canceled. We celebrated NAIDOC week by partnering with
the WA Primary Health Alliance (WAPHA) to create a series of
celebration videos. These videos were launched on SWAMS and
WAPHA Facebook, Youtube and Website pages. We would like
to thank our community members and special guests for being
part of this project. These videos can still be viewed on the
SWAMS Youtube channel.

Busselton Women’s Group
The Busselton Women’s group numbers are small but the group
continues to meet monthly to create a space of connection and
support for local yorgas. The group meets at Sensations Café and
hopes to grow numbers and meet more regularly in the new
financial year.
Collie Women’s Group
The Collie Women’s group meets every Monday with support from
SWAMS in the form of providing catering for the group each week.
Maaman Danjoo Koorliny Waankininy
The Bunbury Men’s group meet weekly on Thursday’s at Hay Park
Community Hall. The men’s group is named Maaman Danjoo Koorliny
Waankininy and translates to ‘men together walking talking’ in the
local Noongar language dialect.
It is a community based group
with the purpose of encouraging
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
men to connect and communicate
in a safe space.
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Community
groups and events
around the entire
SWAMS Footprint
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CONNECTING WITH OUR MOB
This year has been a busy one for our SWAMS Communications
Team who have worked to ensure key messages are delivered to
our community in an easily consumable manner. Our team worked
hard throughout the year to support the whole organisation, which
included developing resources, promotional items, merchandise,
social media content, advertising and engagement and marketing
strategies for each program, event and department. We liaise with
media and government representatives and bodies to help spread the
important health messages throughout the wider community. The
work is busy and varied which give us a great overview on the issues
and needs out in the community.

This year saw the launch of our new SWAMS Staff Portal which gives
all staff a centralised place to find resources, news, staff profiles and
important notices. The feedback on this portal has been very positive.
We assisted with setting up the new Pre-Hire subsidiary,
created branding, built the website and designed all associated
documentations to ensure the launch was as smooth as possible.
COVID-19 continues to be a focus for our team. Assisting to get
information to community about vaccinations and any updates to
policy, government guidelines or lock-downs is a priority in terms
of quick, efficient and correct information being spread via out
platforms.

This year we welcomed a new staff member and role, our
Communications Officer who has hit the ground running and has
been a welcome addition to the organisation.

We continue to assist the organisation in preparing presentations,
speeches and statements for exhibition at conferences and
publications.

The Communications Team are engaged and invested in improving
internal communications, efficiency and workflow in this space.

16
Videos
Created

Staff Portal
Launched

12,093
Content Video
Views

Next year, we hope to further grow our profile and become the first
point of call for our community and their health needs.

118 Print
Resources
Designed and
Launched

8
National Radio
Interviews

19.5k
Average
Monthly
Reach

3
TV News
Stories

Community
Key Statistics
3,057
Followers on
Social Media
6 Printed
Seasonal
Newsletters

2,538
People have
read SWAMS
eNews

34
Print
Newspaper
Articles

5
Radio Ad
Campaigns

SWAMS Annual
Report Design
and Publication
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NDIS SERVICE PROVIDER
Becoming an NDIS registered service provider has given SWAMS the
ability to give participants a culturally appropriate option for delivery
of services and coordination of supports.
Our NDIS Provider Team give opportunities for individuals with all
types of disabilities, including mental health diagnosis to have choice
and control of their supports to live independently.
This 2020/2021 financial year was the first, full year of NDIS provider
services at SWAMS and we have seen a huge demand for NDIS
services and supports in the local Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
community here in the South West.
Our NDIS provider team support the entire SWAMS footprint and
regularly visit participants in outreach towns.
We will also be delivering services to the towns of Katanning and
Narrogin once SWAMS opens the new clinics in the new financial year.
In the space of 12 months, our team have doubled in size from a two
person team to a four person team and we only see this increasing
based on demand for services. It is anticipated that we will double
again in the next financial year.
We work closely with the NDIS Access Team to ensure a smooth
transition and communications for those participants who choose

288 face to
face participant
meetings
completed

Overall, our first year of service delivery was extremely successful
with an average of 4.3 services linked to each participant.
One of the biggest challenges we have had to overcome during the
first 12 months is that the NDIS can be very confusing for participants,
family, and carers to understand and navigate. The uncertainty and
often shame this confusion creates can cause hesitancy in seeking
support or reluctance to question providers if participants believe
something is not right, this can cause conditions to deteriorate
further, placing clients at increased risk and vulnerability.
Over the next 12 months, our goal is to work closely with participants
to help them understand the NDIS and their choices, including
improving communication between participants and other services.
We will continue to hold stakeholder meetings to ensure participants
are achieving their NDIS goals.
We will continue to provide quality support for people with a
disability in a safe and competent manner as per the NDIS quality and
safeguarding framework.

58
Participants
(24 Aboriginal
and/or Torres
Strait Islander)

32
Staff Training
Sessions

$367,529
Worth of
signed service
agreements

249
Services
linked to
participants
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SWAMS as their service provider. To date, we have had 18 referrals
from the Remote Community Connectors.

14
Psychosocial
Recovery Coach
participants

41
Support
Coordination
participants
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NDIS ACCESS TEAM
The SWAMS NDIS Access Team work to support clients in determining
eligibility for NDIS supports and services.
The team help clients with writing their applications, collating
information to support their applications and work on behalf of
clients in the roles of advocacy and liaison.
The SWAMS Access Team play a vital role in educating and explaining
to participants about NDIS plans and entitlements and then actively
assisting participants to access a plan.
The all-Aboriginal team currently consists of three Remote
Community Connectors and an Evidence and Access Coordinator, all
belonging to different parts of WA.
We aim to ensure culturally appropriate services and can advocate on
a client’s behalf between the NDIS and partner organisations.
This year has been very successful with client interaction increased by
548% and 120 new clients have been serviced this year alone.
The team are working to respond to as many requests for help as
possible however with these large numbers, we have identified the
need to maintain a waitlist for clients.

120
New Clients

The team have a 77%
success rate for applications
and have processed a large
influx of referrals.
Throughout the last year,
our team has visited
outreach towns regularly and promoted our services at many
community events throughout the South West, Great Southern and
Wheatbelt regions.
Due to Covid restrictions, we have not been able to run many events
ourselves in this last financial year however have attended others
where possible.
Looking forward, the team aims to work through our wait-list of
community members seeking support and share more knowledge
with the community about the NDIS and the vast amount of services
available to the community.

548%
Increase
in client
interactions

43
Access
request forms
submitted

77%
Success
Rate
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PHOTO HIGHLIGHTS 2020

1

2

3

All images are numbered. (1) The SWAMS Flu Vac Clinic was a great opportunity for those who wanted to get their seasonal flu vaccination. (2 - 3) The
International Day for People with a Disability BBQ 2020 was a great event, many community members came down to enjoy a sausage sizzle and good yarns.

4

5

(4) The SWAMS Ironbark program celebrated their annual Christmas Lunch after they completed their specialised routine excercises. (5) SWAMS CEO Lesley
Nelson and Indigenous Outreach Worker Murray Collard were thrilled to meet the famous YouTube dance group sensation Djuki Mala.

6

7

8

(6) The Leadership Matters Breakfast Event hosted by The West Australian was attended by SWAMS Board Members and staff, pictured are Dianne Hart, The
Hon. Ken Wyatt, Natalie Wallam and Amanda Wallam. (7) The SWAMS Kaat Darabiny “What you thinking?” Mental Health Team worked with Lomax Media
to film their content videos. (8) Elders and guests were treated to a roast dinner, pudding, and great company at the annual Elders Christmas Luncheon.

9

10

(9) Staff and participants who were part of the 2020 Clinical Yarning Group. (10) It was a great turn out for the Mental Health Week Community
BBQ event at Koombana Bay. The event was in partnership with Pathways South West and WA Primary Health Alliance.
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PHOTO HIGHLIGHTS 2021

11

12

13

(11) SWAMS Playgroup Leader Jacqkitta Pukallus poses with one of the little koolangkas at the Crocs Playcentre Bunbury. (12 - 13) Elders Gail
Hill and Yvonne Garlett were a few of many who joined SWAMS staff at a community BBQ event at Bunbury ‘s Big Swamp park.

14

15

16

(14 - 16) SWAMS Board Member and Chairperson Ernie Hill and SWAMS General Practitioner Dr Leanne Abas greeted visitors from Katanning
and Narrogin at the SWAMS Regional Expansion Event, which was in preparation of new clinics opening in their towns.

17

18

19

(17) Elder Lera Bennell visited the Ear, Nose and Throat (ENT) Clinic conducted by SWAMS and visiting specialist Dr Latif Kadhim. (18) The
SWAMS Eye Clinic is a great way for clients to check their eyesight health. (19) A special thanks to year 11 students from Bunbury Senior High
School, as well as families and the community for their help in making care packages for our boodjari yorgas and koolangkas.

20

21

(20) The Busselton community joined SWAMS for a BBQ to have a yarn about the CHSP Program, the outreach clinic and its services. (21) More
than 500 people from the community, including SWAMS staff, took part in the The Reconciliation Bridge Walk 2021.
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HUMAN RESOURCES
Our Human Resources Team are dedicated to ensuring that SWAMS recruit the most suitable candidates to work in the organisation.
In addition to this, our Human Resources Department support staff and management with a number of workplace functions including;
training, maintaining certifications, on-boarding new staff, performance and staff incentives, and policy improvement and implementation.
This financial year, we have introduced a new role to the Human Resources Team. The new role is a Training Officer who will support staff
to attend professional development, training sessions and engage in education opportunities. This year, many staff have been supported
to complete higher education and certifications which will not only assist SWAMS, but set up our employees for future career development
opportunities.
Staff employment as at 30th June 2021:

Total of
99 SWAMS
Employees

5+
years
4 - 3 years
3-4
years

21 New
Aboriginal
Staff

0-1
year
Years of
service

2-3
years

12 Positions
advertised in
Narrogin and
Katanning
18 Positions
advertised

1-2
years

...........................................................................................................................................................................................
Type of staff employment and other HR Milestones as at 30th June 2021:

Work from
home policy
in place

Paid COVID-19
Leave after
vaccination

Generous
COVID-19
Vaccination Leave
after vaccination

COVID-19
Leave Policy developed
to encourage testing if
unwell, minimising the
risk of spreading
the virus

10
Casual
37
Part Time

Type of
employment
(total of 99)
52
Full Time
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TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
All SWAMS Staff
completed Cultural
Awareness Training

First year of having
a dedicated Training and
Development Officer (permanent
position). Work in progress
includes developing an
organisation wide training
matrix and coordinating
traineeships.

1 x Diploma
in Clinic
Management

4 x Medical
Reception
Training

1 x Master
of Payroll

1909 hours of
AMSED training
completed

1 x Diploma in
Mental Health
4 x Cert IV
Primary
Health Care

1 x PHD
Industry
Doctorate

1 x Graduate
Diploma
Indigenous Health
Promotion

2 x Cert III
Individualised
Support (Aged
Care)

7 Traineeships
commenced (6 ATSI
Staff) across Aged Care,
Administration and
Community Service
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252
Attended
Professional
Development

1 x Bachelor
Psychology and
Counselling
4 x Cert IV
Medical
Receptionist
Course (AMA)

1 x Cert III
Medical
Administration

1 x Masters
in Mental
Health

1 x Cert IV
Community
Service

1 x Cert IV
Work Health
and Safety
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AWARDS
2021
2021 Outstanding Achievement in Injury Prevention or Recovery Support within ATSI Communities Award
In March, our Health Programs Team were named as winners of the Injury Matters 2021 Outstanding Achievement in Injury Prevention or Recovery Support
within ATSI Communities Award. This was awarded for our Barang Koorliny (Get Moving) program. This program was developed and delivered in workshops,
to educate people on the importance of strength, balance and physical activity to prevent falls. Participants were also given one on one consults with
a Podiatrist and specialist shoe fitting as well as rebates on safe exercise shoes. Special thanks to our program participants who attended, and partners
INTERSPORT Bunbury and Maximum Results for supporting this program.

2021

2020

Order of Australia Medalist

Diversity Award at the 2020 WA Mental Health Awards

In January, SWAMS Nurse Manager, Elsie Penny OAM was awarded the Order
of Australia Medal. Awarded for a lifetime of dedication to empowering our
community. Elsie has been a valued employee of the South West Aboriginal
Medical Service (SWAMS) since 1997.

In March, the Kaat Darabiny (What you thinking?) Mental Health Team were
announced as the Winners for the Diversity Award at the 2020 WA Mental
Health Awards.

2020
Western Australian Rural Health Awards-Building Healthy Country
Communities Award
In April, The SWAMS Kaat Darabiny (What you thinking?) Mental Health
Team were named as Winners of the Western Australian Rural Health
Awards-Building Healthy Country Communities, for the teams outstanding
contributions to mental health.
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ABOVE LEFT: SWAMS Staff Eric Colbung trialling the new #SWAMSMob App.
ABOVE RIGHT: SWAMS Staff Salena Linforth-Milham and Melissa Miles check out the Kaat Koort Banner and merchandise.

RESEARCH PARTNERSHIPS
SWAMS was involved in a number of research projects, and we
recognise the importance of best practice and evidence-based
services for our mob. We would like to acknowledge our key
research partners including: University of Technology Sydney, Curtin
University, The University of Melbourne and Edith Cowan University.

Kaat Koort – Curtin University

SWAMSMob -University of Technology Sydney

The Kaat Koort program will specifically look at whether the risk of
dementia in Aboriginal patients can be prevented using an Aboriginal
Health Worker led approach focusing on diet, exercise, smoking status
and mental health.

Following extensive research and community consultation over the
last three years, the University of Technology Sydney (UTS) under the
guidance of Dr Christopher Lawrence and SWAMS have completed a
pilot trial for the new SWAMSMob app. The app, which is a re-skinned
version of #Thismymob was trailed with a group of SWAMS Staff
members to provide important feedback so that the app could move
onto the final development phase. SWAMSMob will aim to connect
communities and enhance social and health outcomes for First
Nation’s People via technology and innovative solutions.
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The South West Aboriginal Medical Service (SWAMS), in partnership
with the University of Melbourne, Curtin University and Derbarl
Yerrigan are currently undertaking an Aboriginal Dementia
Prevention study called Kaat Koort – Head and Heart.

People in their 40s and 50s and even sometimes much younger can
also have dementia. For this study, we are looking for Aboriginal
people aged between 35 and 60 years of age to collect data on the
effects of the program on overall outcomes in head and heart health.
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ABOVE IMAGE: SWAMS Cultural Committee members (L-R , back row): Melissa Miles, Murray Collard, Lisa Collard, Rebecca Colbung.
(L-R, front row): Tandalee Stack, Salena Linforth-Milham, and Elsie Penny. *Not pictured is Craige Sell.

CULTURAL COMMITTEE
During this year, the need for Cultural Advisors was identified
within the organisation. An official place for staff Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal alike to seek advice on cultural issues, language,
community ambassadors and provide a cultural lens for projects.
On the 19th November 2020, the SWAMS Cultural Committee was
formed. A welcome initiative and one that was celebrated by staff.
The opportunity to be part of the committee was put out to all
Aboriginal staff and was met with a great response. Staff are
able to ask questions in-person, via email or via suggestion box.
Suggestion boxes were implemented at all clinic locations, and the
Administration building so that staff can place their questions, ideas
and other matters to the committee in a confidential manner should
they wish to remain anonymous. Staff can leave their name on the
document if they would like feedback.
Initially the committee consisted of 11 members. Since its inception,
a small number have resigned and our terms of reference now states
a membership of 9.
Since its inception, the committee have given advice on a number
of items, such as the location of flags as requested by the Drive
in Chemist, the installation of art or photographs, language and
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other issues to ensure we are running a culturally safe service. The
committee has given advice on other items such as the Outside
Respiratory Clinic, uniforms, and have been a point of contact for staff
on a number of other issues.
The Cultural Committee Terms of reference have been drafted, and are
now being looked at by consultants to ensure they are complete and
legal.
The Current members are:
• Murray Collard (Chairperson)
• Craige Sell (Vice Chair)
• Lisa Collard (Secretary)
• Rebecca Colbung (Secretary)
• Salena Linforth-Milham
• Melissa Miles
• Elsie Penny
• Tandalee Stack
• Vacant position
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DJOOROOBIDINY “Go along happily”
The team has had a number of changes over the year with strategies
implemented to better serve the community and clients. The team
now consists of four staff, two disability support workers, a peer
support worker and a coordinator.
A number of community consultation sessions were held to
encourage participation and find out what the community wanted
and needed out of the program. The peer support group have worked
hard on writing up their group rules, purpose and role, and have been
brainstorming ideas for new projects.

The Noongar Language Group has excellent
attendance, clients are very happy with
these sessions.
A number of art sessions were also held
and were a big hit with participants.
Planning for the public awareness
campaign is in full swing, with drafts
currently going through approval
processes.

Reducing
Stigma Around
Disability

...........................................................................................................................................................................................

QUALITY AND COMPLIANCE
As demands to comply with governing bodies increase, our need to
ensure all aspects of our work to meet regulatory standards, is now
more than ever front and centre of our methodology to provide the
best services possible.
Over the last 12 months, SWAMS has been working towards a new
governance process known as an Integrated Management System.
This process is used to manage multiple levels of compliance, whether
that be with ISO 9001 (Quality Standards), General Practitioner
Standards (RACGP) and even Health and Safety Regulations.
With such an advanced process, our need to build a better document
management system has lead us to utilising new technology that
ensures flexibility in the future, but also allows us to work smarter
and manage all standards and regulations simultaneously.

objective to ensure all patients are provided with a comprehensive
assessment to maintain and improve their health.
A recent report from the Health Department noted that
comprehensive health assessments across the ages of 15-24 and
25-54, SWAMS achieved 50% and 65% respectively above the state
average. For all ages we achieved 30% above the state average. This
means our commitment to maintaining our key strategic objectives
does not stray as we grow and provide more services.
At SWAMS, quality is everybody’s responsibility from administration
right up to front line staff. Only as a team do we achieve the successes
that meet or exceed our expectations.

SWAMS has grown at a rapid pace especially over the last twelve
months, so our investment into maintaining quality governance has
been essential for this growth and although we have increased our
service output, our focus has not strayed when it comes to meeting
our National Key Performance Objectives which includes our core
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FINANCIAL HEALTH
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FINANCIAL HEALTH

A critical measure of financial health within SWAMS is our ability to
mitigate many potential risks and respond to new opportunities.
It is paramount to maintain our financial health, in order to provide a
sustainable service to our community. As a non-profit organisation,
SWAMS is committed to building on our financial base, in order to
provide essential services and programs but also to enable us to
expand on these services and programs.
The majority of SWAMS funding comes from Federal Government
Grants, which include the Commonwealth Department of Health
and the Department of Prime Minister, and Cabinet. We also claim a
considerable income from Medicare all of which is spent delivering
Primary health care services to the community.
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Collaborative partnerships are essential to maintaining and
delivering high quality health care to our members and clients. We
are committed to expanding our network, seeking out new funding
opportunities that will strengthen our community, financial health
and vision.
During the 2020/2021 financial year, significant resources were
invested into IT infrastructure and software upgrades which has
assisted with streamlining the financial reporting systems and
processes.
Employment was our biggest expense for the financial year which
includes wages, professional development, superannuations and
leave payments.
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